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Posh lives  
in thousands  
of homes  
in Australia 
and it has 
since 1993.  
It fits the 
daily life of 
generations 
of families.

Posh Values

Solus Family

Canterbury Family

Domaine Family

Bristol Family
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Created  
for living

Backed by 
experience

Posh is a 25+ year icon that 
families have come to know and 
trust. It’s loved in thousands of 

homes across Australia.

Posh is made to fit with your 
life. No matter what style of 

bathroom, Posh functions well 
with the flow of everyday.



No 
brainer

Posh offers quality backed 
products, flexible design and  

a broad range to choose from.

We believe in bringing 
good quality products and 
great value to all types of 
families and households.

Family 
value



In the 
continuous 
loop of life, 
Posh lasts 

forever.





An icon 
backed by 
25 years of 
experience.
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For families looking to achieve a 
practical bathroom renovation, 
Solus makes the big decisions 

easy. Mix & match from the 
range with confidence knowing 

that whatever you choose 
will work well together. Solus 
allows anyone to achieve a 
timeless look that’s sure to 

perform day in, day out.

Solus
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A forever look for your 
forever home. Designed 
for today and all of  
your tomorrow.

Timeless design

It’s the little touches 
like the integrated 
benchtop and vanity. 
It’s so easy to clean.

Made for function

You can just feel the 
quality. You know 
it’s going to stand 
up to daily life.

Built for daily life





For those who appreciate 
modern design, Domaine puts 
refined sophistication within 
reach. You’ll enjoy innovative 

touches that enhance the 
way you live in the bathroom 
whilst bringing your personal 
style to life through a range 

of customisation options.

Domaine





Offering the perfect mix of 
comfort, value and quality, 

Bristol is the sensible choice 
for those tackling a budget 
bathroom makeover. With 

Bristol, it’s simple to achieve a 
look that’s warm and welcoming. 

Plus, it’s guaranteed to stand 
up to every day family life 
for generations to come.

Bristol





For those looking to showcase 
the heritage influences of 

their home, Canterbury offers 
the best of the old and the 

new. Choose from a collection 
of classically accented pieces 
that offer all the function and 
reliability of modern designs. 

Canterbury
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